Scarcity of water suitable for human use has influenced the history of mankind profoundly (4) and is now of major concern in the United States. It is of acute local concern in Phoenix, Ariz. and desert environs, where a rapidly increasing human population depends on one remote watershed (Salt River) for its primary water supply (2) . Here, problems of watershed management are not of mere scholarly interest; they are of intense and immediate public concern.
One of the major problems is how to reduce evaporative losses from the watershed itself. This is a general problem in watershed management (6) , and its importance increases with aridity of a region. On one experimental part of the Salt River watershed, evaporative losses of summer rainfall ranged from 89 to 100 % (12).
Evaporative losses from soil and vegetation, usually considered together as evapotranspiration (ET), can be changed by altering vegetation (6) . Much more information is needed about what kind, size, age, and arrangement of plant cover is least wasteful for specific situations and there is acute need for a convenient method for direct measurement of ET in undisturbed situations (6) .
In the present paper is reported the development of one such method and its use on thickets of fivestamen tamarisk (Tamarix pentandra Pall). Tamarisk, also known as saltcedar (7), is an important phreatophyte along the Salt River and throughout much of the Southwest. Replacement of tamarisk by plants that transpire less has been suggested as a means of reducing ET (13 for 1-lhour periods alternately inside and outside a tent during a routine run with a large tamarisk shrub. The tent was made of 4-mil polyvinyl, which was the most satisfactory material used in the study because it is easily cemented, it dloes not become cloudy as polyethylene (loes, and it does not crinkle and crack with repeated folding as Mylar (loes. The plants were grown from cuttings, and the pots wvere sealed temporarily with heavy aluminum foil and plastic film. Soil was kept near fieldl capacity. One set (2 tamiiarisks. 2 seepwillows, 1 black & 1 white atmomleter) was exposed near the top of the shrub on a sniall platform. Another set was exposed nearby on open lawn. After ain hour the sets were reweighed and interchanged. Three such series were run during a day. Fresh plants were use(d for each series to avoi(l any possibility of wilting. The proce(lure wvas followed for three successive, cloudless days.
W\Vater loss rates were reduced by enclosure (table II) . Absolute and relative humidities increased, but tllere was no correspon(ling decrease of Vp(l. Thus the results seemii, at first glance, to be at variance with the widely accepted belief (1, 11) that evaporation rates are generally imiore nearly correlated with vpdl than with any otlher lhumlidity expression. However, the results probablv just confirm the alrea(ld well-knowln fact (1, 11) It is interesting that although a linear dependence of transpiration rate on vpd has been acceptedl videly in principle, experiimiental confirmation of the relationslhip has been lacking or at least not cited in readily accessible sources. Some of the data reported by Mfartin (10) suggest a linear relationship.
Summary
A methodl was developedl for (lirect measurement of evapotranspiration (ET) by undisturbed plots of natural vegetation in the field. A circular plot, 10 ft in (liameter and containing shrubs up to 10 ft high, was enclosed temporarily in a frameless transparent plastic tent that was ventilated at a known rate. Absolute humidity of inflow and outflow was measured with an infrared gas analyzer. ET rate was computed as humidity difference multiplied by ventilation rate. The technique can be usedl to measure comparative ET of plots and is thus directly applicable to a primary and recurring question in watershed management research. "WAlould this land lose less water if the vegetational cover were altered?" If ET of an unenclosedl plot is (lesired, a correction must be made for the retar(ling effect of enclosure, which was found empirically to be about 22 % for tamarisk for one set of conditions. Analysis of the enclosure effect as a basis for deriving a set of corrections of general applicability is still in the early stages.
ET of Bermuda grass-tamarisk plots increased linearly with amount of tamarisk. A reduction of ET could thus be expected to follow conversion of tamarisk stands to grass cover. Diurnal time-course of ET followed generally the changes of light intensity and humidity deficit. On clear days ET for a midday period (10:00 AM-2:30 PM) and for the night (8:30 PM-5 :30 AM) was 36% and 11 %, respectively, of the daily total.
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